Zero-Emission Hybrid Electric System: Estimated Speed to Prioritize Energy Demand for Transport Applications
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Abstract- One of the most exciting problems due to its ability to integrate hydrogen as a fuel is Hybrid Electric System (HES), supported by Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) and Super-capacitors. The Fuel Cell (FC) was chosen to replace traditional energy sources such as batteries and diesel as an attractive technology. PEMFC has not been able to meet the demand for loading and responding to continuous power requirements. The Supercapacitor (SC) has been chosen as an effective means of compensating for transient energy. For this purpose, a precise Energy Management System (EMS) has been proposed using a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). In addition to coordinate the necessary power between the proposed design and the power source. Depending on Supercapacitor State of Charge (SOCsc), energy demand, vehicle speed, and road traffic data (such as map and GPS), the proposed power management system tends to correct the energy demand.
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1. Introduction

So far, the main issues of air pollution in big countries are caused mainly by transport. Furthermore, energy storage systems, usual batteries, are fully aware of the needs of customers and have responded by offering a package perfectly suited to electric vehicles. As a result, abandoned batteries become terrible sources of environmental poison. The use of batteries on transport is limited because of its loading problems [1]. The Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV) is considered the best alternative generator with the energy required by the vehicle [2, 3]. FCEV is a matter of discretionary study that ensures electricity supply and its advantages (such as small noise, small exhaust emissions, natural processing, gas selection, and high efficiency) [4, 5] [6]. Because of low operating temperatures and high energy density, PEMFCs can be successful candidates for automotive applications between different FC technologies [5, 6]. Implementing PEMFC as an energy resource is a significant constraint. As a result, due to the slow dynamic response, FC was unable to match the supply/demand for the rapidly changing load [7, 8]. In order to achieve these requirements, most FCEV design relies on PEMFC hybridization with bridge strength (such as Ultracapacitor (UC), battery) using the Power Management Module (PMU) [9]. UC is the best solution for resolving PEMFCs support limits.

Consequently, this system was used to help FC, recovering energy from renewable brakes and provide a peak of supply/demand. In this paper, we aimed to study electrical behaviors, to reduce hydrogen consumption and obtain reliable and straightforward solution energy by combing PEMFC and UC [10]. The importance of energy management strategy is emphasized by some perspectives and difficulties in FCEV device studies using energy storage. Various ways in literature were explored. In [10], the authors proposed an effective hybridization between batteries and energy treatment systems (Supercapacitor) using PEMFC as a critical input to keep them working and reduce hydrogen consumption. To reduce energy loss, the authors used an obscure moderator to develop an online reference [11]. The suggested hybrid energy storage system is used for different applications [12]. The proposed system is intended to combine lithium battery and ultra-power distribution. The
power management strategy, including four operating techniques (such as high energy, low energy, ordinary control, and charging techniques), focuses primarily on the command required in the application [13]. Consecutive about the optimal control approach for FCEV power leadership [14]. The authors in [15] provided incorporation of the energy storage device in the FCEV to improve its transient response and efficiency. As a consequence, the petrol tank scheme with transformation effectiveness of 30% able to reach a higher standard than the inner combustion scheme. In [16], the authors suggested an energy management strategy using at the same moment, two methods of transformation of wavelets and neural networks.

Compared to the above studies, we proposed an efficient Energy management unit based on various constraints. The proposed approach to control the energy demand during the peak periods and distribute energy production among three sources (PEMFC, BT, and UC). Several challenges will be presented and discussed related to a new zero-emission hybrid electric vehicle. The presented challenges are given as follow:

- Control the system operation with rationalizing energy consumption.
- The system and its components: Most researchers use a battery as a storage medium. However, in our work, we replace the battery with storage of energy (UC) which is considered as higher and faster.
- Strategies applied for energy management: the majority of research requires that the Unified Communications SoC of UC can be used as a vital element of the control strategy. An improvement made by our work by controlling the components of the system via the idiot and the estimated speed via GPS and Google Map Card. This improvement ensures fast interaction against fluctuations.
- The overall efficiency of the system: Our work evaluates the system ability (some research articles ignore the system efficiency)
- FCEV is evaluated and simulated in the realistic context of energy billing vehicles according to a Roadmap and traffic modelling using SUMO (Urban Mobility Simulation).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the configuration and modeling of the hybrid power scheme. The proposed energy management system is shown in Section 3. The results of the simulation have been evaluated and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Description of FCFV system

2.1. Design of the global system

In the system studied by Fig. 1, an effective design based on PEMFC and UC is presented. PEMFC is an energy source that plays a significant role as a relief. UC is energy storage considered as an auxiliary source to prevent and optimize the degradation of the PEMFC stack. Both sources are connected via two transformer controllers to efficiently exchange the power demand of the vehicle with the DC bus. The converters are needed to process the output power of the PEMFCs and CPUs by providing the requested power/supply at a constant voltage on the DC bus. A power exchange strategy is suggested for the energy management unit to achieve high efficiency without degrading the performance of the device as well as avoiding rapid adjustments in power demand. The EMS, then, provided the PEMFC with a safe and transient working situation, based on SOCUC and car speed. The speed of calculation is given by a particular speed calculation device to obtain different situations for the vehicle charging.

Fig. 1. Configuration of PEMFC-UC powered hybrid system for the vehicle.

Until recently, the battery was the best choice for power supply and small electrical energy storage and could release a constant voltage. Inefficient use of driving power is one of the biggest limitations of the battery, enhancing the competitiveness of the UC [17, 18]. The Ultracapacitor charging cycle is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic of UC power function

The PEMFC device is a primary source that is directly connected to the DC-DC boost converter. The boosters generate a yield voltage by charging the input inductor with fluid from the input voltage source. Subsequently, these inductive circuits are discharged into the input capacitor [19][20]. The operating voltage (often called VFC) of a given cell can be calculated by mixing the open-circuit voltage, the impact trigger, the Ohm resistance, and the concentration. This voltage is given by Eq. (1).
The DC/DC booster maintains PEMFC power stability in load variation and provides a power connection between PEMFC and DC bus. PEMFC uses the PI controller via the output current (see Fig. 3). The current control loop [21, 22] adjusts this adapter. PEMFC achievement can be calculated by taking into account all the above results presented by Eq. (2).

\[ \eta_{\text{PEMFC}} = \Pi \eta_{\text{i}} = \eta_{\text{vol}} \eta_{\text{MAT}} \eta_{\text{PR}} \]

\[ \eta_{\text{vol}} = \frac{V_{\text{DC}}}{V_{\text{in}} \times (1.48)} \]

\[ \eta_{\text{MAT}} = 85\% \]

\[ \eta_{\text{PR}} = 90\% \]

Fig. 3. Schematic of the PEMFC/DC-DC converter power module.

Figure 4 shows the electrical diagram of the UCap. UC is a fast-charging/discharging device and high current charging and discharging. Also, it can be achieved without any damage because it is used to achieve good system performance. The relationship between the current and voltage is expressed by Eq. (3) [23].

\[ U_{\text{DC}} = R_{\text{s}} I_{\text{avg}} + \frac{1}{C_{\text{cap}}} \int (I_{\text{avg}} - \frac{I_{\text{max}}}{2}) dt + U_{\text{nom}} / 2 \]

\[ \text{SOC}_{\text{uc}} = \frac{E_{\text{max}} - E_{\text{nom}}}{E_{\text{max}}} = \frac{1}{I_{\text{avg}}} \left( \frac{V_{\text{nom}}^2}{I_{\text{max}}} - D_{\text{nom}} \right) \]

SOC: State of Charge of the UCap

One limitation to the size of the proposed hybrid-electric system is related to the SOCsc limits. Energy efficiency can be expressed in UCap as a function of discharge time (TD) given by Eq. (4) [24].

\[ \eta_{\text{uc}} = 1 - 2 R_{\text{s}} C_{\text{uc}} \times \frac{(1 - D_{\text{nom}})}{I_{\text{uc}}} \]

\[ T_{\text{d}} = C_{\text{uc}} \frac{(1 - D_{\text{nom}})}{I_{\text{uc}}} \]

Fig. 4. Schematic of the UCap/DC-DC converter power module.

2.2. The dynamic model of electric vehicle

The vibrant electric vehicle design is suggested for the efficiency of an electric vehicle. This model, therefore, includes two primary components, the vehicle scheme, and the electrical scheme, both of which must be resolved (see Fig. 5). The modeling and evaluation of these components will be focused on all resources and parameters. It should be mentioned that the speed of the car depends on the energy supplied by both the PEMFC and the UC. The strength of the corresponding resistance is the sum of aerodynamic resistance forces (FAr) and rolling resistance (FRr). The power of the wheel is determined by the performance of the drive and the power supply/demand, simultaneously [25].

\[ F_{\text{A}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho A C_{\text{A}} R F V_{\text{rms}}^2 \]

\[ F_{\text{R}} = m g f_{\text{r}} \]

\[ F_{\text{z}} = m g \sin(\phi) \]

Fig. 5. Schematic of the PEMFC/DC-DC converter power module.

The regulation and installation of DC bus voltage throughout the UCap in EMS is ensured by calculating the power error (often called PR). Error Square Square (often called ESS is a measure of how close the processed line is to the state data. ER and MSR are given by Eq. (6) [26]:

\[ \text{MSE} = \sum_{t=0}^{t=9} (P_{\text{Load}}(t) - P_{\text{Source}}(t))^2 \]

\[ \text{ER} = P_{\text{Load}} - P_{\text{Source}} \]

3. Energy Management System

3.1. Operational Energy Management

An Energy Management System (EMS) is used to monitor, control, and improve the performance of the production system. In our case, the proposed EMS should meet load requirements following PEMFC and UC orders. The UC will provide an important solution such as energy storage with power brakes. The FCEV system is controlled according to the charging status and the computing speed level that can determine the system status. The block diagram given by Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the system during the
activation and deactivation of the source and control blocks. The proposed supervision algorithms can range in different situations:

- **State 1**: Describes the maximum power required by the UC. So, when (SoC >= SoCmax) or (Ve > Vm-min) then (IL < IUC-max). In this case, the UC and PEMFC are connected to meet solely provides the necessary load demand ((Ds= 1; Is=Is-max)) and (DF= IL-Is-max).

- **State 2**: Describes the minimum power required by the PEMFC. In opposite case, when (SoC >= SoCmax) or (Ve < Va-min) then (IL > IUC-max). UC is connected to meet solely provides the necessary load demand, based on both load demand and minimum power of PEMFC ((Ds= 1; Is=IL-IFC-min) and (DF=1).

- **State 3**: Presents the maximum power required by FC. This state depends only to the state of charge and speed. When (SoC < SoCmin) or (Ve < Vm-max) or (Ve > Vm-max) then (IL > IF-max). The PEMFC is connected to provide the energy demand (DF=1 and IF=IF-max), and the UC remains up (DS=1; IL=IL+Is).

- **State 4**: Describes the minimum power required by UC. When (SoC < SoCmin or Vest < Va-max) then (IL < IF-max). The power demand depends only on both the PEMFC power and the minimum power of UC. PEMFC is connected to offer the power demand (DF=1; IL=IF+Is-max), and the UC remains up to provide the minimum power ((DS=1); IS= Is-min).

- **State 5 and 6**: Describes the power recover power required by SC. So, when (SoC < 100% and SoC < 100%) the UC to meet solely provides the necessary load demand ((DS=1); IL=IS). While The PEMFC remains off (DF=0).

---

**Fig. 6. Operational Energy Management**
3.2. Fuzzy Logic Rules

The control strategy is based primarily on the adopted conclusions, which are evident by the language description and the base number. Each rule has a precondition. FLC aims to improve the distribution strength between PEMFC and SC and the electrical load. FLC was chosen to ensure the best running of the engine in the optimum power range. Therefore, the linguistic description of the adopted reasoning can be described and discussed in three ways described as follows:

- **Acceleration mode**: Vact, Vest, and SoCSC are input signals. Pfcc is the output signal. The new acceleration mode strategy is displayed in the FL rules. Comparison of actual and estimated speed for the SC charging status. Thus, in this mode, knowing the speed at \((t + dt)\) allows SC to use its stored energy based on the data in \((t + dt)\). Using recognition speed like new inputs in FL can ensure the best online power management.

- **Fixed speed model**: Fixed speed mode is displayed in FLC rules. The use of the predicted data, the fuel cell can provide excess power to move the electric vehicle and charge the SC. In the opposite case, the fuel cell provides less energy than the energy required to discharge the SC.

- **Braking Mode**: Braking mode is displayed in FLC rules. This model relies on the SoCSC of the SC and the rated speed. If SoCSC is not high, SC will charge at \(t + dt\). Therefore, SC provides power to the vehicle depending on the charging status at \((t + dt)\).

![Fig. 7. Input/output variable functions of the Fuzzy-Logic](image)

4. Simulation and Results

In this section, we evaluate and improve the effectiveness and performance of our PEMFC/UCap hybrid power system through simulation results. The limitation of PEMFC dynamics and the complexity of power demand management are given. The appropriate strategy must verify the following three assumptions:

- Ensure that the Super-Capacitor maintains optimal pregnancy behavior.
- Ensure load requirements for any fluctuations.
- Respect the slow dynamics of PEMFC and ensure transient load using.

We also used PI regulators to verify the three hypotheses, previously cited, as well as to evaluate the behavior of the hybrid-electric system. This latter is simulated in the realistic context of vehicle power charging. Therefore, we used SUMO (urban mobility simulation) to simulate urban mobility [27]. It is a sophisticated tool that simulates vehicle traffic, according to the road map and traffic modeling. Performs trace files that give vehicle information such as speed, position, and direction for each moment of the simulation. These resulting coils will be used as inputs to calculate the energy cost of the vehicle. Furthermore, using the SimPowerSystems toolbox in the Simulink environment, we have created Matlab modules that implement the correlation model of the proposed PEMFC/UCap hybrid power system.

In our simulations, we selected the status of the car traffic model in the Manar area of the Tunisian city (see Fig. 8). It is located near the University of Tunis El Manar, and the region has a wide range of about 2.5km. The default speed of the vehicle is about 50km/h, and the density is linked to one vehicle per second added to this area.

The mysterious logic system was applied using three input variables, namely Actual Power (PAct), Rated Power (PEst), and SC Charging Status (SOCSC). The resulting variable of the system is the reference energy provided by the fuel cell (PFCC). A fuzzy rule-based controller provides distribution power between PEMFC and SC. The power that PEMFC provides depends on the control of SOCSC, PAct, and PEst. These parameters will be sterilized using a cellular function (see Fig. 8). In this work, trapezoidal organic functions were chosen because of their commonly used form than the others. The proposed system contains an
energy management program that is carried out as a periodic task or operations every period. After reading the signal data from different power subsystems (PEMFC and Super-Capacitor), this program will decide on how to activate the power subsystems.

**Fig. 8. Simulation Modules**

### 4.1. Hybrid system Evaluation using a predicted velocity

In this section, EMS performance is evaluated. The proposed hybrid system is handled through different simulation scenarios based on a realistic traffic model. The results are obtained by Matlab/Simulink and SUMO. The traffic to be handled by Al Manar Roadmap has a radius of 2.5km/200 sec and a vehicle speed of about 50km/h. In our results, we considered that every single second, a new car would arrive in the same area. PEMFC and SC have the power of 30KW and 20KW, respectively. Actual speed, estimated speed, and SC shipping status are obtained via a Web server (WSM). The colors are given by Fig. 9 to distinguish the levels of traffic congestion. For example, the red color denotes that the traffic on the road is weighty.

**Fig. 9. Considered Speed Profile**

The results obtained are found in the details of our applicable control efficiency, which are used to solve slow PEMFC dynamics and to avoid load fluctuation (see Fig. 10). The proposed control allows the fuel output (PM 400 IFC=400A) to be synchronized with the DC bus current (IFC/Boost=50A). The results of currents obtained before/after the regulation show that the current SC reaction reacts immediately to meet the transient demand for electric power. Additionally, these results prove the performance of the control strategy and the efficiency of the PI regulator.

**Fig. 10. FC/SC Currents: (a) before control, (b) after Control**

**Fig.11. Traffic Level, Vehicle Actual speed, Actual power and SC state of charge**

- Case A: During [53, 54], [93, 94] and [136, 138] when the system running in acceleration mode, SC provides higher power than PEMFC according to its charging state to maintain optimal operation of the fuel cell, depending on Rated Vehicle Power.
- Case B: When the system is operating in braking mode, SC (SC = ON) is charged until the SC charging state reaches its maximum level.
- Case C: When the system operates in fixed speed mode, PEMFC can only supply the power needed by the vehicle even if the SoCSC is high, because in the following case if the mode is acceleration; SC is discharged otherwise means there is a state of braking.
Thus PEMFC is loaded which verifies our results in the range [28, 32].

![Fig. 12. Vehicle Actual and Estimated data](image)

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes the proposed and evaluated PEMFC/SC hybrid electrical system. Energy demand is presented using the PEMFC assessment. To solve transient PEMFC power, an SC/Boost adapter was selected. SC was used to control the absence of energy when PEMFC was extinguished. In addition, it is triggered during peak periods. To improve energy demand and power supply, respectively, we have proposed a precise environmental management system using FLC. According to Google's online map service and energy demand, the actual speed, speed is estimated. The EMS has been processed and explained through a pilot electrical load profile, online GPS service, and vehicle speed. The results obtained were found to be the main function of HES during peak periods and peak hours. During the rapid dynamic period, SC provided active force. Future work aims to improve our design, which will be referred to as a real-time system. A second power storage battery will be included. Indeed, we aims to use Raspberry Pi card to implement our proposed approach in an embedded system. This card can provide contrast delay with a critical limit. It gives, also, the suspension of variation with a deterministic limit. Furthermore, Raspberry Pi card has many exciting features for sensor and actuator interface and it is considered as an excellent platform.
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